
Lesson Plan for ESL Kids Teacher
By Elys Putri Karismawati - K2218026

Topic: Planets and Solar System
Time : 80 - 100 minutes

Level : 4th to 6th grade of elementary school student

Objectives : 1. Comprehend the 8 planets; their names, appearances, main
characteristics, and orders from the sun.

2. Be familiar with vocabularies about the solar systems such as planets,
sun, star, moon, meteor, and orbit.

3. Understand how planets orbit the sun and how they rotate.

Target vocabularies : 1. Solar system objects; sun, star, moon, meteor, orbit, Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

2. Comparative and superlative degree; bigger, the biggest, smaller, the
smallest, further, the furthers, near, the nearest

Structure : 1. What is this? This is ____
2. Is this ____? Yes, this is ____ / No, this is not. This is ____
3. What planet is this? This is ____
4. What is the (biggest/smallest, nearest/furthest) planet in our solar

system?
5. (Planet A) is ____ [description], (Planet A) has ____ [characteristic]

Media : 1. Solar System Exploration website by NASA Science:
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/

2. Google Earth: https://www.google.com/earth/
3. Laptop or smartphone
4. LCD projector - if available
5. Printables and flashcards
6. A plate and a small ball

You will need to download:

1. Flashcards; sun, star, moon, meteor, orbit, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, big, small, near, far

2. Printables
a. Poster: planets in the solar system
b. Worksheet 1: solar system crossword
c. Worksheet 2: matching test questions
d. Worksheet 3: word dictation
e. Worksheet 4: website review
f. Worksheet 5: dictation sheet
g. Revolve vs rotate chart
h. The planet printable cut
i. Students’ progress report

You will also need:

1. Double tape
2. Scissors and glue - one per group of students
3. Round stuff; it can be small ball, clay, or plasticine
4. A plate

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/
https://www.google.com/earth/


Notes

● To show the students the Solar System Exploration website and Google Earth, use a smartphone if
the laptop and LCD projector are not available.

Lesson Overview

No
Warm up

Activity Time allocation

1 Greeting 3 minutes

2 Showing the Solar System Exploration website and Google Earth 5 minutes

3 Singing the Earth Song 3 minutes

No
Main Activities

Activity Time Allocation

1 Introducing the solar system and planet using printable identity cards 10 minutes

2 Controlled practice pronouncing the vocabularies 5 minutes

3 Matching the flashcards 5 minutes

4 Word dictation 5 minutes

5 Sticking the identity cards about the planet on the board with a

hand-drawn orbit

5 minutes

6 Introducing the planets’ characteristics 10 minutes

7 Review the structure no 1 - 6 4  minutes

8 How planets do rotation and how they orbit the sun: a hands-on project 10 minutes

9 The planet printable cut out to create a headband for each student 15 minutes

No
Wrap Up

Activity Time Allocation

1 Do quick check with mini quiz 5 minutes

2 Assign homework; analyzing Solar System Exploration website with the

help of home mentor (e.g: parents, older sister or brother) to experience

how exactly the solar system looks like and make a project report

3 minutes

3 Photo shoot 5 minutes

4 Saying goodbye 2 minutes

Total: 95 minutes

Lesson Procedure



A. Warm Up

1. Greeting

While entering the class, greet everyone with enthusiasm; “Hi everyone! Good morning. How

are you doing? Since it is a very great day, let’s stand up!”. After that, introduce yourself then

get everyone to stand up and introduce themselves with a basic greeting to save time e.g:

“Hello, my name is____”.

Praise their excitement to give them more energy, “A very nice job. Now, clap your hands

everyone!”, clap your hands so that they will follow you.

2. The Solar System Exploration website by NASA

If you have a laptop and LCD projector in the class, show everyone the Solar System

Exploration website by NASA. Explain a brief description about our solar system and its

elements at the time you present the real representation of such objects.

3. Analyzing the Earth surface with Google Earth
First of all, gain the students’ curiosity by asking them questions about the Earth; “Where do

you live among the planets in our solar system? What does the Earth look like? Do you know

how big the Earth is? What is the color of the Earth? Why?”. After that, get the students to

analyze the clear overview using Google Earth. Bring them travelling all over the world!

P.S. Use your laptop, smartphone, or LCD projector if available.

4. Singing the Earth song

Access the song here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS0k8mODHCY

Lyrics

I am Earth, home of life
Going around the hot hot sun
Only one with water and life
That's why planets envy me
I am Earth - 3x
Wow, amazing!

I am Earth, green and blue
Green mountain and blue, blue sea
Home lights up like stars at night
One and only special Earth
I am Earth - 3x

Show the students the video about The Earth Song using laptop and LCD projector. Play the

song to get the students familiar with the pitch, then ask them to sing along and clap their

hands. They can read the lyrics attached to the video.

B. Main Activities

1. Solar system identity cards

There will be printed pictures about the target vocabularies with their name under the

picture. The flashcards should have a piece of double tape on the back, this will be useful in

activity 5. In front of the class, show and spell the name of the planet. By doing this, the

students will recognize the proper pronunciation of the target vocabularies. Other than the

students being familiar with the terms, they also recognize the color and characteristics of the

solar system objects. Using this card, you also can teach about comparison, for example, big,

small, near, and far.

2. Controlled practice pronouncing the vocabularies

First, the students need to be able to hear the difference between the incorrect and the

correct sound. Then they need to learn how to make the correct sound. So, speak out loud the

vocabulary target and have all of your students repeat after you. To gain their attention better,

once in a while, call some of the students to repeat individually. This is the advanced activity

from the previous activity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS0k8mODHCY


3. Matching the flashcards

Divide the students into groups of five and ask them to get their seats closer. Prepare one set

of flashcard images and one set of flashcard words per group. Lay out the cards face down in a

grid. Each student takes turns flipping over two cards. If the word and image match, they can

keep the pair and go again. If not, they flip them back over and another student takes a turn.

In the end, the student with the most pairs wins. Don’t forget to praise the winners.

4. Word Dictation

There will be three activities on the worksheet;

a. Each of the students has a worksheet containing a series of pictures about the planets and

solar system. They will listen to the word you state and highlight or mark the pictures on

their worksheet.

b. Read out different words and the students have to mark off which word they hear on their

sheets.

c. Read out some vocabularies and the students will write them down.

5. Sticking the identity cards about the planet on the board with a hand-drawn orbit

Now, teach the students the planets’ order from the sun. Draw a big orbit on the black or

white board so that all the students can see it. Stick the planet flashcards from activity 1 on it.

While doing it, introduce them the target structure no 1 - 4;

a. What is the nearest planet from the sun? It is Mercury.

b. Mercury is also the smallest planet in our solar system.

c. What is next? It is Venus.

d. What planet is this? Earth. We live on this planet.

e. What is the biggest planet in our solar system? The biggest planet in our solar system is

Jupiter.

f. What is the furthest planet from the sun? The furthest planet from the sun is Neptune.

g. Etc.

6. Introducing the planets’ characteristics

Show the students the printed poster about the planets’ characteristics. While explaining

them, point to the picture and use gestures. Ask them to repeat what you said, then question

afterwards; “The sun is the largest object within the solar system.”, then “What is the largest

object within the solar system?”. Have the poster hung on the wall for some period of time, so

that later the students can access them anytime.

7. Review the structure no 1 - 6

Recall the students’ memory about what you explained previously. Do not question and

answer yourself anymore, question your students. You can ask the class or some of them to

vary the activity;

a. Everybody, can you tell me what planet is this? (pointing Jupiter)

b. Is this the smallest planet in our solar system?

c. Is this the biggest planet in our solar system?

d. (Mention a name), what is the biggest planet in our solar system?

e. What is the red planet?

f. This planet has a beautiful ring. What planet is this?

g. Etc.

8. How planets do rotation and how they orbit the sun: a hands-on project

a. Revolve and rotate chart

The "Revolve vs. Rotate" is a printable chart that explains the difference between revolving

and rotating. It explains that the earth takes 365 days to revolve around the sun and it takes

the earth 24 hours to rotate. The earth revolving around the sun causes the seasons and



the rotation of the earth causes day and night. Print and laminate the printable so that the

fill-in-the-blanks could be erased and used again.

b. How planets orbit the sun hands-on project

This Montessori-inspired activity is an activity to teach children about how planets orbit the

sun. Prepare your plate, ball (represents the planet), and orange stuff (it can be plasticine,

clay, balloon, or ball). Stick the orange stuff on the middle of the plate. Place the ball and

shake it up - so that the ball revolves around the orange stuff.

9. The planet printable cut out to create a headband for each student

Each of the students gets a piece of paper with a picture of planets and sun, and they have to

cut it, arrange it in a long piece of paper and make it a hat. This activity will recall their

memories about the planet's arrangement.

C. Wrap Up

1. Quick check - true and false mini quiz

To do the quick check, you have to be prepared about the questions you are going to ask.

What you need to do is ask them orally. For those who agree with your statement, they

should say “true” and show their thumbs. If they do not agree with your statement, they

should say “false” and do a cross-hand gesture. When they answer incorrectly, ask them to

explain briefly. Before performing this activity, demonstrate what they have to do to avoid

confusion.

2. Assignment

Distribute the website review worksheet to the students. Ask them to analyze the Solar

System Exploration website with the help of their home mentor (e.g: parents, older sister or

brother) to experience how exactly the solar system looks by themselves and make a project

report on the worksheet.

3. Photo shoot

Ask everybody to come up in front of the class and bring their learning tools; it can be the

headbands, flashcards or worksheets. Take a photograph and distribute it to their parents if

possible, they will be cheerful when they see their own photograph.

4. Saying goodbye

Remind the students about the work that should be done in the next meeting and the

consequences when they haven’t done it.



Printable Overview

The solar system poster Solar system crosswords worksheet

Website review worksheet Students’ progress report



Flashcards Revolve vs rotate chart

Dictation sheet



Others

The Solar System Exploration website by NASA

Google Earth


